
Industry Innovator Sureline Systems To Host
Enterprise Cloud Migration Webinar
Live Webinar to Feature Industry Veteran
from Nutanix

SAN JOSE, CA, UNITED STATES, August
28, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sureline
Systems, a leader in enterprise-class
on-premises and cloud physical and
virtual server migration and disaster
recovery software solutions today
announced the next in their series of
highly informative live webinars to be
held on Thursday, September 6, 2018
at 10am PDT/Noon EDT.

The webinar, “Data Migration: Your Safety Net in the Jump to HCI” will feature Paul Harb, Senior
Director, Consulting Services, NUTANIX, and George Symons, COO, Sureline Systems, Inc. 

In this live webinar, these industry veterans will share their insights providing attendees the
opportunity to learn:
1.	How data migration delivers a safety net in the jump to HCI
2.	The key challenges enterprises face in migrating large and complex systems
3.	How you can move from any source to Nutanix
4.	About the solutions for moving between data centers or from colos with an appliance
approach

Pre-register for this live event:
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/11833/332549?utm_source=SurelineSystems&utm_mediu
m=brighttalk&utm_campaign=332549

Unique capabilities in the SUREedge® platform include an agentless architecture for ease of
installation and minimal impact on production servers, a plan driven UI that allows tens,
hundreds or thousands of servers to be migrated in an automated process, and automated
transformations so that the migrated VMs are ready to run on Nutanix AHV. The software is easy
to deploy, highly scalable, hardware and hypervisor agnostic and supports physical and virtual
servers locally, in remote datacenters, and in private, public or hybrid clouds. For Nutanix AHV, it
delivers significant reduction in cutover windows for VM’s or physical servers with large data files
or a large number of small files that change often.  Their recent testing has demonstrated that
cutover window times for an average size VM have been reduced by 50%. 

With SUREedge Migrator, Nutanix can quickly and efficiently migrate customers’ existing physical
and virtual servers over to Nutanix AHV regardless of their current operating environment.
SUREedge Migrator introduces a dramatic reduction in cutover times when migrating to AHV and
is another example of Sureline’s ongoing commitment to develop the most innovative and
seamless migration and disaster recovery software solutions that address the challenges faced
by todays IT professionals. 
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About Sureline Systems 
Sureline's patented, award winning SUREedge® is a proven enterprise-class software solution for
Cloud Migration, Cloud Disaster Recovery, Datacenter Consolidation and Application Mobility.
SUREedge reduces risk through encrypted and efficient data transmission, and reliable
transformation of the entire application, its data and interdependencies from source server to
the target server virtualization or Cloud. It is easy-to- deploy and manage through a single UI,
with automated discovery, no agents to install, and is completely non-disruptive. SUREedge is
source and destination agnostic working to/from any physical server, any hypervisor (including
hyperconverged infrastructures), any cloud, and any storage. Customers worldwide trust
SUREedge to meet their workload migration, disaster recovery and application mobility
objectives. Sureline is headquartered in San Jose, CA., and its products and services are available
through a global network of VARs and technology service providers.
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